MOBILE TRACK LITE
workforce location app

A SMARTPHONE APP THAT
SIMPLY SHOWS WHERE YOUR
EMPLOYEES ARE DURING THE
WORKING DAY
How MobileTrack Lite works...
MobileTrack Lite is a smartphone tracking app
that regularly transmits location data from the
handset to Crystal Ball’s web-based remote
workforce management system. This data is then
displayed on the system’s real-time mapping to
show management where employees are currently
located.
Compatible with Android and Blackberry*
smartphones, MobileTrack Lite also comes with
elementary reporting functionality and automated
email alerts - allowing management to understand
and measure the productivity of mobile workforces.
MobileTrack Lite is an ideal solution for companies
who employ field-based staff working door-to-door,
or at multiple locations during the day.

MobileTrack Lite is ideal for
verifying the location of staff who
work door to door, or have to
visit multiple sites during their
working day.

* v5.0 to 7.1
v2.3 and above

MobileTrack Lite includes...
» Clear and Precise Mapping

How MobileTrack Lite can help your
business...

GPS positional updates are logged every 5 minutes,
providing management with clear visibility of
employee locations and movements.

» Proof of location...

» “Known” Location Reports

» Audit trail to support
operations...

» Nearest to Postcode searches

regular 5 minute updates provide
management with visibility of employee
movements

“Known Location” reports can be used to
understand productivity and time spent at
locations by employees

» Low-cost tracking solution...

low cost, low maintenance, and no
additional hardware costs for your business
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Known Location reports are stored on the system
up to 3 months and can be used to support client
service level agreements, or as proof of compliance
for internal processes.

Determine which employee is closest to a
particular postcode in miles - ideal for customer
service and logistics departments.

» scheduled email reports
Reports can be run automatically from the system
at predetermined times and sent directly to
designated recipients.
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